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Welcome to The Wash Rag, a quarterly newsletter published by
the Reading Tub, Inc.

CHAPTER ONE … General Tub Stuff
Like you, we spent December looking back on 2008. When
you are in the moment, you lose the perspective of the big
picture. But when you stop, you see things more clearly.
Here is how the year shaped up …
IN THIS EDITION …
CHAPTER ONE – The New Year Begins
The SOAP DISH – New Year, New Look
The FINAL RINSE – Thanks
AUTHOR SHOWCASE
Winter 2009

•
•
•

Mark Dennis, author of Song for a Summer Night, a
young adult novel for advanced readers

Craig T. Feigh, author of Little Bit & Big Byte: A
Day at the Beach, a children's picture book with
computer characters

•

We placed more than $6,250 in books with nonprofit
organizations working with at-risk readers or Title I
schools. This is a 60% increase over 2007.
Seven schools contributed book reviews for our Use
Your ABCs project.
The Reading Tub website averaged more than 23,953
unique visitors per month. An increase of 22% over
2007.
Readership for the Literacy & Reading News Roundups has grown significantly. We now partner with Jen
Robinson (Jen Robinson’s Book Page) to produce this
weekly collection of newsworthy items.

Bob Hicks, author of Tommie Turtle’s Secret, a
picture book based on a classic fable

Andrew Smith, author of Ghost Medicine, a young
adult novel that will entice reluctant readers
Check out the slate of authors for Spring 2009, too!
You are receiving this newsletter because of you contacted
The Reading Tub, Inc. and expressed interest in the Reading
Tub™ either as someone requesting our services or as a
registered reader. If you no longer wish to receive this
quarterly newsletter, please click here.

These are some solid benchmarks to start this year. The
Round-ups have shown me that despite the hard economic
times the desire to help kids learn to read has not changed.
Still, it is hard to ignore reduced funding.
In creating our goals for 2009, we balanced those two
competing perspectives. We will work to exceed our 2008
accomplishments and capitalize where we can on our
previous achievements. Our financial and outreach goals are
modest, but will still push us to do more for readers in need.
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The Soap Dish … Stuff We're Bubbly About
One of the first changes in January 2009 was to update and
integrate the two blogs. I merged them into a new Scrub-aDub-Tub blog, now hosted by Wordpress. We moved because
the capabilities are more robust and allow us to be more
efficient. Here’s what we’ve done:
•

•
•
•
•

The Books we Read (BWR) column replaces the Book
Bags. BWR will list all the books we have read in a
given month. If we reviewed it, we’ll include a link. It
is much easier than four separate posts with select
material.
Reading Ahead is now one post with books for all
audiences and genres. It used to be four.
We’ll post each Author Showcase interview on the
blog as a separate post. This will allow us to broaden
the audience for our featured guests.
By adding more full-length book reviews, we have
made more room to discuss truly noteworthy books.
Expanded pages allow us to grow the blogroll of
excellent reading and literacy websites and blogs,
without cluttering the home page.

Mark your calendars for the week of March 9, 2009.
Share a Story – Shape a Future is an online event to
promote reading and literacy. Librarians, teachers, literacy
advocates, and parents are coming together to offer (and
solicit) ideas on ways we can make reading fun at home
and in the classroom. The easiest way to keep up-to-date
on the event is to subscribe to Scrub-a-Dub-Tub via an
RSS feed.
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“Once you learn to read, you will be forever
free.”
Frederick Douglass

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
The Cybils finalists were announced on January 1,
2009. The lists of books in the nine categories offer a
great start for books with audience appeal and
literary quality. The winners will be announced on
Valentines Day.
The Reading Tub is participating in Share a Story –
Shape a Future, an online blog event for reading and
literacy.
The Reading Tub has been accepted into Scholastic’s
Literacy Partnership program. This will allow us to
maximize our purchase of books for Read it
Together!

CLICK HERE …
It's a Small World is a portal for cultural
diversity in learning.
Kidlitosphere Central is a “community of
reviewers, librarians, teachers, authors,
illustrators, publishers, parents, and other book
enthusiasts who blog about children's and
young adult literature.”
LiteraBuss is "A resource for teachers, students,
and researchers in the field of children, preadolescent, and young adult literature."
To keep current on what we’re reading, subscribe to
Scrub-a-Dub-Tub, a Reading Tub® blog.
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~ Author Showcase ~ Winter 2009 ~
Once again, there are intriguing overlaps among four authors who do not know
each other, but are connected all the same. Two attended the University of
Hawaii; two are award-winning authors; and two never saw themselves as
children’s authors, but now they are. All of them are passionate about
encouraging kids – especially boys – to read. The winter 2009 slate is filled
with men who know all about the statistics related to reading, particularly as it
relates to boys. They also have great ideas on ways to engage them. Enjoy!
Mark Dennis, DDS, is a self-described “country dentist.” His first novel, Song
for a Summer Night celebrates all that Mark loves about books. In return, the
critics have compared this inaugural work with modern classics. Visit with Dr.
Mark Dennis.
Craig T. Feigh has created a children’s book series for today’s kids. He didn’t
grow up with computers, but today’s kids do. He has launched a first-of-itskind book series with computer-related characters in “real world” settings.
Meet Craig Feigh, author of Little Bit and Big Byte: A Day in the Sun.
Bob Hicks, a retired college professor, has renewed his passion for teaching by
writing children's book. His first children's picture book, Tommie Turtle's
Secret has earned four awards in three years ... and inspired him to write more.
Meet award-winning author Bob Hicks.
Andrew Smith is becoming a household name, despite his efforts to remain
anonymous. His debut young adult novel Ghost Medicine is raking in national
and local awards. Andrew is passionate about engaging boys as readers ... and
he plans to do everything he can as a father, teacher, and author to promote
that. See how in this interview with the Reading Tub.

~The Final Rinse ~
Everywhere we turn these days, the talk is about how the economy is turning
our lives upside down. The good news is that reading is still free. Even better,
it can be an independent activity or a shared one. You’ll find great books at
your local library, and you probably have some personal favorites on a shelf
that you haven’t read in a long time. There are lots of places on the web to read
books online for free or download books and audio books for free. Last but not
least, catalogs and magazines make great reading material, too; make up your
own story about why the girl in the blue coat is pouting.
Until next time, happy reading!
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~ AUTHOR SHOWCASE ~
SPRING 2009
Debbie Dadey
Author/Co-author of more than 140 books
for children, including The Worst Name in
Third Grade, The Swamp Monster in Third
Grade series, and The Adventures of the
Bailey School Kids series
Corey Rosen Schwartz
Author of Hop! Pop!
a children’s picture book
Michelle Shilling
Author of I Can’t Wait To
a children’s picture book
Laurel Snyder
Author of Any Which Wall,
Up and Down Scratchy Mountains, The
Myth of the Simple Machines, and Inside
the Slidy Diner

Don't miss your chance for Spring!
There is still one chance for the
Spring Slate!
Get a preview in the Summer 2009
Wash Rag
Deadline: 30 April 2009
Click here to learn more.

